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ABSTRACT: Nonstoichiometric indium oxide nanoparticles, In2O3−x(OH)y,
have been shown to function as active photocatalysts for gas-phase CO2
reduction under simulated solar irradiation. Herein we demonstrate that the
choice of starting material has a strong effect on the photocatalytic activity of
indium oxide nanoparticles. We examine three indium oxide materials
prepared via the thermal decomposition of either indium(III) hydroxide or
indium(III) nitrate and correlate their stability and photocatalytic activity to
the number and type of defect present in the material. Further, we use 13CO2
isotope-tracing experiments to clearly identify the origins of the observed
carbon-containing products. Significantly, we find that the oxidizing nature of
the precursor anion has a substantial impact on the defect formation within
the sample. This study demonstrates the importance of surface defects in
designing an active heterogeneous photocatalyst and provides valuable insight
into key parameters for the precursor design, selection, and performance optimization of materials for gas-phase CO2 reduction.

■ INTRODUCTION

Harnessing abundant solar energy to drive the conversion of
greenhouse gas CO2 into carbon-based fuels and chemical
feedstocks − a process analogous to nature’s photosynthesis −
is an area of growing scientific focus, with the ultimate goal of
providing a sustainable alternative to traditional fossil-based
carbon.1−4 Enabling this technology would allow the capture
and conversion of CO2 emitted from energy production and
manufacturing exhaust streams into valuable products, thereby
creating significant economic and environmental benefits.5−7

Of particular interest is the development of gas-phase
heterogeneous photocatalysts based on semiconductor nano-
materials, which can efficiently harvest incident solar energy,
utilizing it to drive useful molecular transformations at its
surface.3,8,9 Nanostructured metal oxides have shown significant
promise as photocatalysts for CO2 reduction, due to their
stability, ease of synthesis, and scale-up.10−12

The role of bulk and surface defects in determining the
photocatalytic activity of metal oxide semiconductor photo-
catalysts has been an area of intense research.13−16 In metal
oxides, perhaps the most ubiquitous and well-studied type of
defect is the oxygen vacancy.17−19 These oxygen vacancies have
been shown to have a significant impact on the optical and
electronic properties.13,20 Typically acting as donor states, they
are generally cited as the primary reason for the n-type
conductivity associated with most metal oxides.21−23 Oxygen

vacancies can also act as important active sites in heterogeneous
catalysis reactions, facilitating reactant adsorption and con-
version.7,24 For example, in TiO2, it has been suggested that
surface oxygen vacancies act as charge traps, facilitating electron
transfer to adsorbed species, while bulk oxygen vacancies act as
recombination centers, lowering the excited state charge carrier
lifetimes and adversely affecting the photocatalytic activity.25

Surface hydroxide groups have also been shown to play a key
role in photocatalysis reactions.13,24,26,27 In many materials,
they have commonly been associated with facilitating the
adsorption of gaseous reactant species. Indeed, surface
hydroxides have a known affinity for CO2, typically forming
surface adsorbed carbonate or bicarbonate species.28 Several
groups have reported positive correlations with hydroxide
content, CO2 capture capacity, and enhanced photocatalytic
activity.24,26,27

In our previous work, we demonstrated that nonstoichio-
metric indium oxide nanoparticles, In2O3−x(OH)y, function as
active photocatalysts for CO2 reduction to CO via the reverse
water gas shift (RWGS) reaction.29 We correlated both the
photocatalytic activity and CO2 capture capacity to the oxygen
vacancy and surface hydroxide content of the In2O3−x(OH)y
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samples, suggesting both defects play a key role in the reaction
mechanism.30,31 These samples were produced via thermal
dehydroxylation of indium(III) hydroxide. During this reaction,
adjacent hydroxide groups condense to form a bridging oxide
and release water. We demonstrated that the calcination
temperature during the synthesis of these nanoparticles had a
strong effect on the amount of hydroxide groups retained
within the sample: lower temperatures resulted in less
condensation and formation of bridging oxide bonds, resulting
in the retention of more hydroxides and oxygen vacancy
defects. We observed a strong positive correlation between CO2
capture capacity and hydroxide content. However, an In(OH)3
control sample, which had the highest hydroxide content,
showed a significantly lower CO2 capture capacity, even when
corrected for surface area. This indicated that surface
hydroxides alone are not sufficient to facilitate CO2 capture
and subsequent photocatalytic reduction of CO2. However, due
to the temperature-dependence of the synthesis, which affects
the retention of both hydroxides and oxygen vacancies, it is
difficult to separate and evaluate the effects these two defects
have on the reactivity of the different samples.
In order to gain better insight into the reaction mechanism

and understand the role hydroxides and oxygen vacancies play
in the formation of an active indium oxide based photocatalyst,
we sought to make indium oxide from a non-hydroxide
containing precursor. Herein we examine the photocatalytic
activity of three different indium oxide samples prepared via the
thermal decomposition of either indium(III) hydroxide or
indium(III) nitrate. Our results demonstrate that the choice of
starting material has a significant effect on the number and type
of defects present in the material. In particular, we find that the
oxidizing nature of the precursor anion has a substantial impact
on the defect formation within the sample, which strongly
correlates with the stability and photocatalytic activity. This
work significantly advances our understanding of the role
precursor anions play in determining a material’s photocatalytic
activity and further illustrates the importance of surface defects
in designing an active material capable of facilitating gas-phase
CO2 reduction.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis of Indium Oxide Nanoparticles. All chemicals were

used as received without any further purification. The indium(III)
hydroxide precursor was prepared by dissolving indium(III) chloride
(3.6 g, 16.2 mmol, Sigma-Aldrich, 98%) in a 3:1 solution (72 mL) of
anhydrous ethanol (Commercial Alcohols) and deionized, nanopure
water (resistivity 18.2 MΩ cm). In a separate beaker, a 3:1 mixture of
ethanol and ammonium hydroxide was prepared by combining
aqueous ammonium hydroxide (18 mL, Caledon, 28−30% adjusted
to 25 wt % with deionized water) with anhydrous ethanol (54 mL).
The solutions were rapidly combined, resulting in the immediate
formation of a white precipitate. To control the particle size, the
resulting suspension was immediately immersed in a preheated oil bath
at 80 °C and stirred for 10 min. The suspension was then removed
from the oil bath and allowed to cool to room temperature. The
precipitate was separated via centrifugation and washed 3 times with
deionized water. The precipitate was sonicated between washings to
ensure adequate removal of any trapped impurities and then dried
overnight at 80 °C in a vacuum oven. The dried precursor powder was
finely ground with a mortar and pestle.
Each of the indium oxide samples were made by calcining 0.8 g of

the respective precursor − either indium(III) hydroxide (prepared as
described above), indium(III) nitrate hydrate (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9%),
indium(III) acetate (anhydrous, Acros Organics, 99.99%), or indium-

(III) chloride (anhydrous, Alfa Aesar, 99.99%) at 250 °C for 3 h. The
resulting powders were finely ground with a mortar and pestle.

High surface area indium oxide made from the indium(III) nitrate
precursor was prepared via a SiO2-templating method, illustrated in
Figure S3. Indium(III) nitrate hydrate (3 g, Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9%) was
dissolved in 30 g of Ludox HS-40 colloidal silica nanoparticles
(Aldrich, 40 wt % in water) and sonicated for 30 min to ensure
homogeneity. The solution was dried overnight at 80 °C, and the
resulting solid was directly calcined at 250 °C for 3 h. After calcination
the solid changed from white to pale yellow indicating the formation
of indium oxide. This In2O3/SiO2 mixture was then ground with an
agate mortar and pestle, and the SiO2 was removed by base etching.
Specifically, the In2O3/SiO2 powder sample was dispersed in 2 M
NaOH (10× excess by mass) and sonicated overnight (approximately
20 h). The suspension was then heated to 80 °C with a high stirring
rate and heated for an additional 24 h. The resulting sample was
separated via centrifugation and purified by washing five times with
deionized nanopure water, sonicating between washings to ensure
adequate removal of any trapped impurities. The final precipitate was
dried overnight at 70 °C in a vacuum oven and finely ground with a
mortar and pestle. Several control samples were also prepared. The
indium nitrate was replaced with the indium hydroxide precursor (0.6
g), combined with 10 g of Ludox HS-40, sonicated, dried, calcined,
etched, and purified in exactly the same way as described above.
Additionally, two indium oxide samples (0.5 g, prepared without SiO2
from standard indium nitrate and indium hydroxide precursors as
described in the previous paragraph) were placed in 50 mL of 2 M
NaOH, exposed to the same basic etching conditions and purified in
the same way as described above.

Sample films were prepared for photocatalytic testing by drop-
casting 20 mg of each sample powder - suspended via sonication in
deionized, nanopure water (3 mL) - onto 1″ × 1″ binder free
borosilicate glass microfiber filters (Whatman, GF/F, 0.7 μm).

Physical Characterization. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) was
performed on a Bruker D2-Phaser X-ray diffractometer, using Cu Kα
radiation at 30 kV. Nitrogen adsorption isotherms were obtained at 77
K using a Quantachrome Autosorb-1-C, and the surface area was
determined using Brunauer-Emmet-Teller (BET) theory. Sample
morphology was determined using an aberration corrected JEOL
JEM-ARM200CF scanning transmission electron microscope
(STEM). The atomic resolution high angle annular dark field
(HAADF) and low magnification bright field images were taken at
200 kV. The diffuse reflectance of the samples was measured using a
PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 UV/Vis/NIR spectrometer equipped with
an integrating sphere with a diameter of 150 mm.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed using a
PerkinElmer Phi 5500 ESCA spectrometer in an ultrahigh vacuum
chamber with base pressure of 1 × 10−9 Torr. The spectrometer uses
an Al Kα X-ray source operating at 15 kV and 27 A. The samples used
in XPS analyses were prepared by drop-casting aqueous dispersions
onto p-doped Si(100) wafers. All data analyses were carried out using
the Multipak fitting program, and the binding energies were referenced
to the NIST-XPS database32 and the Handbook of X-ray Photo-
electron Spectroscopy.43

Gas-Phase Photocatalytic Measurements. Gas-phase photo-
catalytic rate measurements were conducted in a custom fabricated 1.5
mL stainless steel batch reactor with a fused silica view port sealed with
Viton O-rings. Briefly, the reactors were evacuated using an Alcatel dry
pump prior to being purged with H2 gas (99.9995%) at a flow rate of 6
mL/min for 1 h. The outlet valve was sealed, and the reactors were
injected with 1 atm of 13CO2 (99.9 atomic % Sigma-Aldrich) for a total
reactor pressure of 2 atm. The inlet valve was then sealed, and the
reactors were heated to 150 °C. The reactor temperatures were
controlled by an OMEGA CN616 6-Zone temperature controller, with
a thermocouple placed in contact with the sample. The pressure inside
the reactor was monitored during the reaction using an Omega PX309
pressure transducer. Reactors were irradiated with a 1000 W Hortilux
Blue metal halide bulb for a period of 16 h. Product gases were
analyzed by a flame ionization detector (FID) and thermal
conductivity detector (TCD) installed in a SRI-8610 Gas Chromato-
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graph (GC) with a 3′ Mole Sieve 13a and 6′ Haysep D column.
Isotope product gases were measured using an Agilent 7890A gas
chromatographic mass spectrometer (GC-MS) with a 60 m GS-
Carbonplot column fed to the mass spectrometer.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Preparation of Indium Oxide Nanoparticles from

Different Precursors. In order to better understand the role
hydroxides play in the formation of an active In2O3-based
photocatalyst, we sought to make indium oxide from a non-
hydroxide containing precursor. To this end, we calcined four
indium(III) precursor salts with different anions (nitrate,
acetate, chloride, and hydroxide) at 250 °C for 3 h, conditions
which our previous studies have demonstrated are optimal for
producing the most active indium oxide photocatalysts.29 Of
the four indium(III) precursor salts, only indium(III) hydroxide
and indium(III) nitrate produced pure crystalline indium oxide
with no observable amorphous phases, as shown in the powder
X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns in Figure 1a. The indium-
(III) chloride and indium(III) acetate precursors, on the other
hand, did not produce pure indium oxide as shown in Figures
S1 and S2 in the Supporting Information.
Figures 1b and 1c show the STEM images of the indium

oxide samples produced from indium(III) hydroxide and
indium(III) nitrate, respectively. From the images it is clear
that the morphology differs significantly between the samples.
The hydroxide-based In2O3 sample (Figure 1b) is comprised of
small agglomerated nanoparticles with diameters less than 10
nm. On the other hand, the nitrate-based In2O3 sample (Figure

1c) exhibits larger, more faceted polydisperse nanoparticles in
the range of 20−50 nm. From these images, it is evident that
the nitrate-based In2O3 sample has a much lower surface area
than the hydroxide-based sample. To quantify this, we
measured their BET surface areas and found that there was a
stark difference: 3 m2/g for the nitrate-based sample and 125
m2/g for the hydroxide-based sample. Because the photo-
reduction of CO2 on indium oxide is a surface-mediated
reaction, the substantially lower surface area of the nitrate-based
sample could result in significantly reduced apparent photo-
catalytic activity.
In order to be able to more directly compare the nitrate- and

hydroxide-based samples, we sought to synthesize a higher
surface area nitrate-based In2O3 sample. As was demonstrated
in previous work, the calcination temperature has a significant
impact on the catalytic activity; therefore, maintaining the
calcination time and temperature is important to ensure
consistency between the samples. Because In2O3 is generally
considered to be very stable under basic conditions,33 we chose
to use SiO2 spheres as an inert template, which could then be
etched away using a strong base. In this process, illustrated
schematically in Figure S3, the indium(III) nitrate precursor is
dissolved in an aqueous suspension of SiO2 nanoparticles and
allowed to dry slowly overnight, encapsulating the SiO2

nanoparticles within the indium nitrate salt. Once dry, the
sample is then calcined for 3 h at 250 °C to convert the indium
nitrate into In2O3. To remove the SiO2, the sample is
mechanically ground into a fine powder and then dispersed

Figure 1. (a) Powder X-ray diffraction patterns for samples made from different indium(III) precursors. (b-d) Scanning transmission electron
microscope (STEM) images of (b) In2O3 made from indium(III) hydroxide, (c) In2O3 made from indium(III) nitrate, and (d) high surface area
(HSA) In2O3 sample prepared from indium(III) nitrate via the SiO2 templating method.
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in a strongly basic solution. In order to reduce particle
aggregation and ensure as much of the SiO2 is exposed to the
basic solution as possible, this suspension was sonicated
overnight prior to heating at 80 °C for 24 h to complete the
etching procedure. The resulting fine powder was washed
extensively with deionized water to remove impurities.
Figure 1d shows an STEM image of the high surface area

(HSA)-nitrate-based sample prepared using this method. The
highly porous structure is evident from this image, and gas
adsorption measurements indicate that the BET surface area of
the nitrate sample was successfully increased from 3 m2/g to
181 m2/g. The PXRD patterns in Figure 1a show the
comparison of the HSA-nitrate-based sample with the original
nitrate-based sample and the hydroxide-based sample. As the
PXRD pattern indicates, the HSA-nitrate sample is comprised
of pure crystalline In2O3. No evidence of any crystalline side
phases or residual amorphous SiO2 is observed. The peaks of
the HSA-nitrate sample show significant broadening relative to
the nitrate- and hydroxide-based samples, indicating a decrease
in particle size, which is consistent with the TEM data.
Investigating the Effects of Precursor Choice on

Photocatalytic Activity. Figure 2 shows the photocatalytic

activity of the three In2O3 samples under 800 W·m−2 (0.8 suns)
illumination at 150 °C under 2 atm of 13C-labeled 13CO2 and
H2 in a 1:1 ratio, which is stoichiometric for the reverse water
gas shift reaction. 13C-labeling is essential in order to prove that
the source of the carbon containing products originates from
the reactant CO2 and not from carbon contamination on the
catalyst’s surface or in the reactor. Of the three samples, only
the In2O3 made from the hydroxide-based precursor showed
activity for 13CO2 reduction, producing pure

13C-labeled CO at
a rate of 1.38 μmol·gcat

−1·h−1 with no evidence of any other C-
containing products. This indicates that 13CO is the sole
product of CO2 reduction, originating from the reactant 13CO2
gas and not from adventitious carbon contamination. For
reference, this reaction rate is consistent with 13CO production
rates reported for other single component metal oxide materials
under similar conditions; for instance 1.61 μmol·gcat

−1·h−1 for
MgO34 and 0.56 μmol·gcat

−1·h−1 for ZrO2.
35

Conversely, both nitrate-based In2O3 samples did not
produce 13CO above the baseline level, nor were any other
C-containing products observed. Because both the original
nitrate-based sample and the HSA-nitrate-based In2O3 sample
show no evidence of photocatalytic activity, this demonstrates
that surface area alone is not responsible for the observed
absence of activity for the nitrate-based samples.

Characterization of Defect Formation as a Function of
In2O3 Precursor. In order to better understand why the
nitrate-based samples are inactive toward CO2 reduction, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were per-
formed to characterize the defects present in the In2O3 samples,
as well as confirm the sample composition to determine if there
are any impurities which might be adversely impacting the
photocatalytic activity. Figure S4 shows the survey spectra for
all three samples, which are remarkably similar. No nitrogen
signal is observed in either of the nitrate-based samples
(Figures S4b and c). The N 1s peak should appear at a binding
energy between 397 and 408 eV;32 however, there is no
evidence of any signal in this region of the spectrum. This
indicates that nitrogen is sufficiently removed upon calcination
of the indium nitrate and should not affect the photocatalytic
performance of the nitrate-based samples. The only obvious
difference in these spectra is the appearance of Si 2s and 2p
peaks at 157 ev and 105 eV, respectively, in the HSA-nitrate-
based sample (Figure S4c). This is likely due to residual SiO2
nanoparticles that were completely encapsulated by In2O3 and
therefore inaccessible to the NaOH etching solution. However,
SiO2 is a commonly used inert support material, and it is
unlikely that residual SiO2 nanoparticles had a negative impact
on the photocatalytic activity of the HSA-nitrate-based
samples.36 Based on these results, we do not expect that
atomic impurities are responsible for the difference in reactivity
between the hydroxide-based and nitrate-based In2O3 samples.
Another possible reason for the difference in activity between

the samples could be related to the type and quantity of defects
within the In2O3 itself. In our previous work, we demonstrated
the effect of calcination temperature on the photocatalytic
activity of the In2O3 samples and the strong correlation of
activity to both oxygen vacancies and surface hydroxides.29 As
the calcination temperature was increased, the quantity of both
hydroxide and oxygen vacancy defects decreased, as did the
photocatalytic activity. In this study, all samples were calcined
at the same temperature, 250 °C; however as indicated by the
O 1s core level peaks shown in Figure 3, there is a substantial
difference between the three In2O3 samples. The shoulder peak
that appears at higher binding energies indicates that there is
more than one chemical state of oxygen present in the
structure. Indeed, the O 1s peak can be deconvoluted into three
distinct peaks: the main oxide peak at 529.9 eV and two
additional peaks at 531.0 and 532.1 eV (Figure 3b-d). The peak
at 531.0 eV is commonly attributed to the presence of oxygen
vacancies in the structure.37,38 The shift to higher binding
energy for this oxygen vacancy peak relative to the main oxide
peak is a result of the change in oxygen atom interaction with
indium centers that are more reduced in character because they
are surrounded by less than 6 oxygen atoms (due to the oxygen
vacancies). The peak at 532.1 eV is generally attributed to
surface OH groups.37 From these plots, one can obtain a
qualitative understanding of the relative differences in defect
type and quanitity in the three In2O3 samples. As shown in
Figure 3a, the regular nitrate-based and the hydroxide-based
samples have shoulder peaks with similar intensities; however,

Figure 2. Photocatalytic performance of the three indium oxide
samples made from different precursors under 800 W m−2 (0.8 suns)
illumination at 150 °C. All values for carbon monoxide were confirmed
using 13C isotope tracing.
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the primary difference between them is their shape. The nitrate-
based sample has a higher signal at higher binding energies,
indicating a greater contribution from hydroxides (Figure 3c),
while the hydroxide-based sample has a higher intensity at
intermediate binding energies, indicating a greater contribution
from oxygen vacancies (Figure 3b). Indeed the hydroxide-based
sample has the highest contribution from oxygen vacancies of
all three samples that were measured. The HSA-nitrate-based
sample has the highest shoulder peak overall and has a
substantial contribution in the hydroxide region (Figure 3d),
which is not surprising given that this sample was prepared by
etching in a strong base for 2 days. It should be noted that Si−
O bonds arising from the encapsulated SiO2 nanoparticles may
also contribute to the O 1s shoulder peak. However, as shown
in the XPS survey spectrum (Figure S4c), the Si signal is very
small relative to the In and O signals, so the contribution of Si−
O bonds to the O 1s peak would likely also be very small.
Further, the signal arising from Si−O bonds tends to be at
higher binding energies (∼532.5−533.0 eV) than what we
observed for the shoulder peak, which indicates that while there
may be some contribution from Si−O bonds, it is not likely the
dominant source of the O 1s shoulder peak.
These results, comparing the different defect populations in

the hydroxide-based and nitrate-based samples, indicate that
the lower oxygen vacancy content in the nitrate-based sample
relative to the hydroxide-based sample could be responsible for
the observed difference in photocatalytic activity. Indeed, many
studies have demonstrated that an increase in oxygen vacancy
content is strongly correlated to an increase in photocatalytic
activity in metal oxide materials.13,39 Even in relatively small
quantities, oxygen vacancies can play a key role in determining

the activity of heterogeneous catalysts by not only acting as
active sites for the reaction to take place but also altering the
electronic properties of the material.21,40,41 Therefore, although
the difference in oxygen vacancies population is small, it could
explain why the hydroxide-based sample has a much higher
photocatalytic activity.
Because the population of defects clearly has a strong impact

on photocatalytic activity of indium oxide, in order to
determine if the population changes under reaction conditions
(e.g., if for example the CO2 were to react stoichiometrically to
fill oxygen vacancies), we performed an additional control
experiment where we measured the XPS spectra before and
after the active hydroxide-based sample was placed in the
photocatalytic reactor. As shown in Figure S5, even after 4 days
of continuous reaction, no significant change was observed in
the O 1s shoulder peak, confirming that the population of
defects does not change under reaction conditions as is
expected for a catalytic material.

Investigating the Effect of Precursor Choice on
Sample Stability under Basic Conditions. Because the
synthesis of the HSA-nitrate sample necessitated strongly basic
etching conditions to remove the SiO2 template, it is important
to establish if this treatment could have adversely affected the
sample’s reactivity. As a control, a sample of hydroxide-based
In2O3 was subjected to identical etching conditions with the
intent to test its photocatalytic activity and compare it to the
HSA-nitrate-based sample. However, as the powder X-ray
diffraction pattern in Figure 4a indicates, the In2O3 sample,
which originally was comprised of pure crystalline In2O3 prior
to etching, was converted into pure crystalline In(OH)3
following the etching procedure. This was quite a surprising

Figure 3. Comparison of XPS spectra for In2O3 samples prepared from either indium hydroxide or indium nitrate precursors. (a) Overlay of the O
1s peaks for all samples. Qualitative deconvolution of the O 1s peaks for In2O3 prepared from (b) indium(III) hydroxide, (c) indium(III) nitrate, and
(d) high surface area indium(III) nitrate. The main peak at 529.9 eV is attributed to indium oxide. The two additional shoulder peaks at 531.0 and
532.1 eV are attributed to oxygen vacancies in the structure and surface OH groups, respectively.
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result because the HSA-nitrate-based sample withstood this
treatment very well and showed no evidence of In(OH)3
formation. Figure 4d shows the PXRD patterns of the HSA-
nitrate sample before and after base etching to remove its SiO2
template. The diffraction pattern before etching shows a broad
amorphous peak around 22 degrees 2θ, originating from the
amorphous SiO2 nanoparticles, but the rest of the pattern is
comprised of pure crystalline In2O3. The diffraction pattern
after etching also shows pure crystalline In2O3 with no evidence
of any other crystalline or amorphous phases. This raises two
questions: (1) how does the presence of SiO2 affect sample
stability under etching conditions and (2) is there something
chemically different about the nitrate-based In2O3 relative to
the hydroxide-based In2O3.
To answer these questions, we subjected two additional

control samples to the same basic etching conditions: a pure
nitrate-based In2O3 sample (made without SiO2) and a
hydroxide-based sample that was combined with SiO2, dried,
and calcined in exactly the same way as the HSA-nitrate-based
sample. The result of etching the pure nitrate-based sample is
shown in Figure 4b. While the nitrate-based In2O3 started out
as a highly crystalline In2O3 sample, after etching the diffraction
pattern shows a mixture of crystalline In2O3 and crystalline
In(OH)3. This demonstrates that the pure nitrate-based sample
is not as stable as the HSA-nitrate-based sample that was etched
in the presence of SiO2. The result of etching the second
hydroxide-based control sample is shown in Figure 4c. The
diffraction pattern before etching is completely amorphous,
despite increasing the data collection time to enhance the
signal-to-noise ratio. It is possible that the presence of the SiO2

template inhibited the formation of the In2O3, though this is
unlikely as the sample turned pale yellow after calcination,
which is indicative of In2O3 formation. It is also possible that
the In2O3 particles are so small, due to the presence of the SiO2
template, that they do not diffract well enough to be seen over
the amorphous background. Regardless of whether In2O3 was
or was not formed, it is very interesting to note that, as shown
in the diffraction pattern after etching, the sample does not
form crystalline In(OH)3 under the basic etching conditions (as
opposed to the hydroxide-based In2O3 sample made without
SiO2 templating mentioned previously). Instead, this weakly
crystalline pattern is almost identical to the starting diffraction
pattern of the original indium hydroxide precursor (Figure S6).
From these data, we can conclude that SiO2 is preferentially
etched over indium-containing species, and the presence of
SiO2 seems to inhibit the formation of crystalline In(OH)3,
likely by preferentially consuming hydroxide ions.
Additionally it is evident that nitrate-based samples are

significantly more stable than hydroxide-based samples under
these conditions. A possible explanation for this enhanced
stability of nitrate-based samples under basic conditions could
be explained by the differences in the thermal decomposition
reactions of the indium nitrate and indium hydroxide
precursors. When indium hydroxide decomposes, it releases
water via eq 1

→ +2In(OH) In O 3H O3 2 3 2 (1)

However, when indium nitrate decomposes, it releases a
significantly more oxidizing gas mixture, specifically NO2 and
O2, as shown in eq 2

Figure 4. Powder X-ray diffraction patterns before and after base treatment of calcined powder samples containing (a) In2O3 only − from indium
hydroxide, (b) In2O3 only − from indium nitrate, (c) In2O3 + SiO2 − from indium hydroxide, and (d) In2O3 + SiO2 − from indium nitrate. The y-
axis of all four graphs represents intensity in arbitrary units.
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→ + +2In(NO ) In O 6NO / O3 3 2 3 2
3

2 2 (2)

As the indium nitrate decomposes and begins forming In2O3,
the NO2 that gets released can oxidize surface vacancies that are
formed in the sample, as illustrated in Figure 5a. NO can easily
be reoxidized to NO2 under our reaction conditions,42 via eq 3

+ →NO / O 2NO1
2 2 2 (3)

and continue to oxidize the surface of the nitrate-based In2O3
sample. Without this coordinatively unsaturated indium site, it
is now much more difficult for the surface to react with
hydroxide ions during the etching procedure, as illustrated in
Figure 5b. XPS data for both nitrate-based samples (Figure 3c
and d) indicate a significant contribution to the O 1s core level
peak from oxygen vacancies; however, if these vacancies are
buried within the bulk of the sample, they would not be
accessible to react with the evolving gases and therefore would
be retained in the sample, even under these oxidizing
conditions. It is unlikely that all vacancies would be consumed
via this oxidation mechanism, which could explain why the
nitrate-based sample (without SiO2) was still partially
converted to In(OH)3 under the etching conditions.
The hydroxide-based sample, on the other hand, is not

subjected to such oxidizing conditions during its formation and
retains a significantly higher proportion of its oxygen vacancies.
This makes these samples much more susceptible to attack by
hydroxide ions during the etching procedure, as illustrated in
Figure 5c. This could explain why neither one of the hydroxide-
based In2O3 samples could withstand the basic etching
conditions.
Correlation of Surface Defects to Photocatalytic

Activity. The oxidizing nature of the nitrate-based In2O3
formation environment may also help to explain the significant
difference in reactivity between the nitrate-based and
hydroxide-based samples. Much in the same way that a
coordinatively unsaturated indium site appears necessary to
facilitate the conversion of In2O3 into In(OH)3 under basic
conditions, this higher energy unsaturated site could also
function as the active site for CO2 reduction. As our previous
studies have demonstrated, higher defect concentrations in
hydroxide-based In2O3 corresponded to significantly higher
photocatalytic activity.29 In this study we have shown, using

XPS, that both the nitrate-based and hydroxide-based samples
have a significant quantity of hydroxide groups. However, as
our previous study suggested, surface hydroxide groups alone
are not enough to explain the photocatalytic activity, and
instead both surface oxygen vacancies and hydroxide groups are
required in an active photocatalyst.29,30 The HSA-nitrate-based
sample has a comparable surface area and an even higher
concentration of surface hydroxide groups than the hydroxide-
based sample; however, it shows no evidence of photocatalytic
activity for CO2 reduction. Its stability under basic etching
conditions indicates that the surface of this sample is very stable
and likely lacks the coordinatively unsaturated indium sites
(oxygen vacancies) needed to facilitate CO2 reduction. The
hydroxide-based sample, on the other hand, has both hydroxide
groups as well as an increased amount of these coordinatively
unsaturated indium surface sites, making it unstable under basic
etching conditions and active as a photocatalyst for CO2
reduction. This stark difference in photocatalytic activity
between indium oxide samples prepared from different
precursors provides further evidence to support the hypothesis
that a combination of surface defects − both oxygen vacancies
and hydroxides − are crucial to preparing an active surface
capable of driving photocatalytic CO2 reduction.

Designing an Active Photocatalyst for CO2 Reduction.
As with the synthesis of any nanomaterial, there are many
parameters that can be varied that have a substantial effect on
the surface, morphology, and optoelectronic properties of the
resulting photocatalytic material, ultimately determining its
activity. The results of this study add to our increasing
understanding of the necessary design parameters needed to
make an active, single-component photocatalyst. Not only must
the semiconductor nanomaterial absorb solar light efficiently,
but it must also have a surface which is optimized to interact
favorably with reactant molecules. In this study and in our
previous work,29−31 we have demonstrated that both surface
oxygen vacancies and hydroxide groups are needed to capture
and convert CO2 to CO. In order to produce an active material
which contains both of these defects, carefully controlling the
calcination temperature and selecting an appropriate precursor
are critical. In general, lower calcination temperatures allow for
the retention of more defects within the material. In the case of
indium oxide, 250 °C, which is just above the hydroxide-to-

Figure 5. (a) Schematic illustration of a nitrogen dioxide molecule, evolved from the decomposition of indium(III) nitrate, oxidizing a surface
oxygen vacancy of the resulting indium oxide material. Schematic illustration of a hydroxide attack on (b) a hydroxylated indium oxide surface with
no surface vacancies, representing the nitrate-based samples, and (c) a hydroxylated surface with oxygen vacancies, representing the hydroxide-based
samples.
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oxide transition temperature, appears to produce the most
active sample, likely because it maximizes defects. In terms of
precursor selection, as demonstrated herein, metal hydroxides
appear to be the best choice for making hydroxylated, oxygen
vacancy-rich nanomaterials. In general, any nonoxidizing
precursor anion could be a good candidate; however, one
should take care when using carbon-containing anions because,
as demonstrated with indium(III) acetate, substantial carbon
contamination can result, complicating the analysis of the
products of the photocatalytic reaction. Other parameters,
which we have not yet examined but certainly would play a role
in optimizing photocatalytic activity of a metal oxide nanoma-
terial, include reaction time, atmosphere, and pressure during
the synthesis of the material.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In this study we have demonstrated that the choice of precursor
has a strong effect on the photocatalytic activity of In2O3

nanoparticle samples. The oxidizing nature of the precursor
anion used in the nanoparticle synthesis plays a significant role
in the defect formation within the sample. Precursors, such as
indium nitrate, that release oxidizing gases will produce In2O3

nanoparticles with a reduced number of surface oxygen
vacancies, rendering this material inactive as a photocatalyst.
On the other hand, precursors such as indium hydroxide, which
produce more mild gaseous byproducts, allow the retention of
more of these surface oxygen vacancies and correlate to higher
photocatalytic activities. We have further confirmed that while
hydroxide groups may be important for the overall CO2

reduction reaction, simply increasing the concentration of
hydroxide groups alone will not make a more active catalyst.
These results demonstrate that the choice of precursor has a
substantial impact on the population of surface defect sites
generated during In2O3 synthesis, which plays an important
role in determining the final photocatalytic activity. This study
provides valuable insight into key parameters for the precursor
selection, materials design, and performance optimization of
heterogeneous gas-phase CO2 reduction photocatalysts.
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